Information Submission
Online Wedding Deals Submission
These deals are found only on BestWeddingShowcase.com and are available to brides that may not
have even attended a show. These Online Wedding Deals give you an additional way to promote your
business and connect with brides. You may promote any sort of discount, bonus or other special offer.
You may submit a new deal at any time but may only run one deal at a time. The expiration date of
the online deal can be ANY date you specify. Participation is FREE, and provides yet another
opportunity to promote your business to the bride. Deals are subject to approval.
TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR SUBMISSION, www.charcounter.com makes it easy to figure out
how many characters you are using.
Provide a headline (maximum 50 characters):
Type here:
Describe your special offer (maximum 300 characters), include a value for your offer:
Type here:

Provide the email address to be listed below your deal:
Type here:
Provide the phone number to be listed below your deal:
Type here:
Provide the expiration date of your deal:
Type here:
I do not wish to participate in the Online Wedding Deals

Information Submission
Wedding Inspiration Gallery Reservation
The Wedding Inspiration Gallery is an area within the show where exhibitors may display their
signature work in a gallery setting. It is like Pinterest, but in real life! We have areas for decor,
tablescape design, cakes, flowers, photography, and fashion. Participation is FREE, and provides
yet another opportunity to promote your business to the bride. You must provide your own table,
pedestal, or easel, if one is needed, for your display.
You may choose to collaborate with other EXHIBITORS at the same show. Each exhibitor will have
to complete and submit their own reservation form so that proper recognition is given in our signage.
To reserve space in the Wedding Inspiration Gallery, please select the appropriate category below:
Tablescape Design
Wedding Cake
Floral
Photography
Fashion: Bridal, Bridesmaids, Mothers, Mens
Other:
Type here:

I do not wish to participate in the Wedding Inspiration Gallery

Information Submission
Request to Present a Wedding Workshop
The newly-engaged bride and groom need advice and are actively seeking it, and this is one reason
they attend the Best Wedding Showcase bridal shows. Therefore, we provide the opportunity for our
exhibitors to be presenters in a series of Wedding Workshops in a special area of the showcase floor.
The presentations should focus on the buying process, questions that should be asked when interviewing wedding vendor, and the latest trends. Presentations should be approximately 10-15 minutes and
should be informational in nature with a minimum of salesmanship. The purpose is to educate and to
create a relationship of trust with the attendees, which in turn will open them up to what the presenter is
actually selling. Participation is FREE, and provides yet another opportunity to promote your business
to the bride. A limited number of workshop times are available.
To be considered as a presenter, please provide the information requested below:
Proposed title of presentation:
Type here:
Brief description of presentation content:
Type here:

Name of presenter: Type here:
Name of exhibitor: Type here:
Show date(s) interested in presenting:
Type here:

I do not wish to present a Wedding Workshop

